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1. INTRODUCTION
Radial transport and eon.finement propert ies of ohmleally and beam-heated ASDEX diseharges are otudled u sing the PPPL transport analysla code TRANSP(l] and m easured
radial plasma profiles and global parameters . Results are that the anomalous electron
thermal transport Is dominating In low-density ohmle as well as "L" beam-heated ASDEX
plasma&. I t leads, however, for t hese regimes to different scaling laws of the global energy
confinem ent time [2]. At high-density ohmic and "H" mode beam-heated discharges the
neoclassical Ion heat conductivity and convective losses (H mode) are comparable to the
electron losses and tend to dominate the energy b a lance.
The Ion heat conduction Xi Is described by two times the n eoclassical value calculated by
C. Chang and 7. Hlnton In all discharge phaaes (OH, L, H, H•). Thereby a Xi of three tlmea
Xi,noocl fits the central Ion temperature meaaured by the energy spectrum of CX neutrals
whereas a Xi = Xi,noocl yields for the calculated T ; profiles the meas ured n eutron fiuxes.
Experiments show that the electron temperature profile shape in ohmieally and beamheated "L" discharges Is only lnfiuenced by the safety factor q•(a)[S]. According to this
concept the elctron thermal diffusivity x,(r) depends dlreetly on the eleetron thermal eonductive loss P,ond,c across the magnetic surface with radius r, which Is a cer tain fraction of
the input power. From the definition Xc = -(P,~d,c/2.-R) / (n, T, f.~) and from the "profile
consistency" argument f;; l!j: !::!
(where r• may be the q = 2 radlua, and Q is a function of q•(a)) one obtains x,(r)- P,~d.• (r)/ (n, (r)T,(r)r"). The definition of a local x. which
depends on local plasma parameters does not seem to b e appropriate. In this paper the X•
values deduced from the t ransp ort analysis of OH, L and B mode dlsehargeo are used to

-a-;;,

show w hieh d eseription is applieable.
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2. PROFILE CONSISTENCY IN OHMIC AND BEAM-HEATED "L MODE" PLASMAS
In nearly steady-state ohmic discharges Xe can be described by a local parameter dependence
x,(OH) = X C MG ~ (B,a/ R)f(n~· 8 T,q) [2]. But in ohmic ally heated pellet discharges only the Xe
values averaged over one pellet cycle agree with X C M G o whereas a description in agreement
with "profile consistency" d epicts also the time-resolved Xe measurements and yields an
explanation for the scaling given by XC M G [4].

L-mode discharges at q•(a) "' 2.6 have been studied u sing H• -+ D+, n• -+ n +, D• -+ o +
injection with 14.5-40 keV maxlmum energy/nucleon yielding about the same norma lized T,
profiles (Fig. la), despite quite different heat deposition profiles (see Fig. lb), total heating
powers (Ph= Pl>i +P,. +PoH = 1.5 + 4.1MW) and densities (n, = 4.10 10 + 11.3 ·1010 m- 3 ). The
electron heating (P., +Poll) exceeds slightly the ion heating (PI>i ) and T; ;::; T, is obtained.
Accordingly the central confinement times r.f: = Wv1f (Ph - Wv1) are increasing with off-axis
heating deposition, whereas the global confinement times are about the same. The deduced
x,(r) values given in Fig. ld can w ell be described by Xe ~ Pcond,,/(n,T, r2 ) for rt=l < r < O.Ba
for individual discharges, and at a fixed ramus of r = 2a/3 the relation (x,n, T.) [ 2o/>~
Pcond,,(2a/3) holds for different discharges too. At that radius Pcond,e"" (0.5 + 0.65) Ph holds,
showing the dominance of electron thermal transport in the L mode over the entire d ensity
range.
Despite this good agreement a fit of Xe depending on the local plasma parameters 1p, ne and
T, has been tried with the limited. data base at presen t available (not only the discharges
d escribed here). Good agreement'r.;'btained with a scaling x. (L) ~ r 2 /(1'- 6 (r)n~·3 (r)T.(r)A;)
wh~; Is the ion mass. This parameter dependence wlll be tested using a simulation code
to reproduce the measured temperatures. We are aware of the "explosive" nature of the

1

1fT, dependence and that the limited parameter set may give a misleading tendency with
Inherent correlations of the chosen local parameters.

3. H-MODE CONFINEMENT BELOW AND AT THE BETA LIMIT
Beam-heated ASDEX discharges with D 0

-+

o+ show an H mode confinement of

rE(a) = 0.2I[ MA, a] independent of the heating power for plaamas with {3 < 0.9{3, and {3, =
0.0281/ aB<I MA, m, T ]. Reaching the {3, limit the energy confinement times decrease with
increasing heating power. This confinement factor of 0.2 s/ MA is more than a factor of
2 better than reported from D m and PDX discharges. At higher plasma currents (Ip >
400kA) or lower q• values ( < 3) the confinement factor la decreased ( rf:(a) ~ 60m• ~ 0 .15Ip)
[5) . Together with H 0 -+ D + and H • -+ H+ injection results, a scaling r.f: (H) = O.liA; is
deduced.
At these high confinement times and therefore high plasma energies (see Fig. 2n) the convection losses (P,on, f Ph"' £rk(T. + T;)jr (E), with the particle flux rand the medium energy
(E ) of the injected n eutrals) and the Ion conduction losses are comparable to the elctron
conduction losses (see Fig. 2b). These are now only between 0.25((1.1 = 310kA, q•(a) = 4)
and 0.4(1p = 410kA, q• (a) = 2.7) of the total heating power over a large part of the plasma
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cross-section. At t he higher pla8Dla current the neoclassical ion heat losaes arc reduced
(x;- 1/ I'). The ion heuting by the beams exceeds the electron heatillg with D• - D+ injection (P,. .li 3Pbe) 8Ild the contribution of the beams to the total p value Is about 25%. This
fact results ill the dlffercnce of the
values with 8Ild without the beam contribution given
ill Pig. 2c. The conflnemcnt time rs illcludes only the conductive 8Ild convective losses 8Ild
shows the ln.flucnce of the radiation 8Ild ex losses on r;,.

r;,

For these H-mode discharges no description compatible with "proftle consistency" is avallabl+t prescnt. But the local parameter depcndence of x. (L) glvcn above ftts also the x . (H)
values coverillg now a parameter r8Ilge of 0.6 .li x . (L, H) .li 3.7m2 / • , 200 ;S I .li 360kA, 2.8· 1010 .l)
n• .li 11 · 10 10 m - 3 , 300 .li T. ;S llOOeV, 1.3 .li A; ;S 2. The X• for the discharge near the p limit
described ill Pig. 2 is above this scalillg d erived from discharges below the p llmlt.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In OH Bild L mode discharges the concept of "profile consistcncy" Is supported by pellet
injection 8Ild strongly varied deposition profiles, respectively. In H-mode discharges no
consistent picture has evolved up to now. But also a dependence of X• on local parameters

seems possible ill both L 8Ild H mode. D 0 - D + injection provides high confinement times
with a scalillg
= O. l!A; j s, MAl for q"(a) > 3 8Ild with strong Ion heatillg. At the P limit
confinement degrades with illcreasing X• compared with X• below the P limit.

r;,
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Fig. 2 Radial profiles ofT., T; and
volumeintegrated power balance, r£ with and
without beam contribution, TE = W p1{
(Pcond + Pconll), Xe and Xi of H-mode dis-charge at the {J limit (fJ/{J. = 0.95).

